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SUMMARY

We present a procedure for multicomponent Kirchho� migration based upon the coupled/decoupled
wave equation. This includes wave �eld separation and image processing. In a case example from
North Atlantic (UK), we show that the procedure is well suited to the processing of walkaway VSP
data in areas that are covered by basalt �ows. The agreement with log and surface data is good for
depths down to 5 km. The results provide a consistent geological interpretation.

INTRODUCTION

Basalt �ows form a major impediment to seismic imaging of sedimentary structures in the North
Atlantic. P-waves struggle to penetrate the high-velocity basalt layers. Free-surface and inter-
basalt multiples obscure weak sub-basalt re�ections and give a low signal to noise ratio. Dramatic
impedance contrasts cause mode conversions and refractions beyond the critical angle.

Traditionally, long o�set marine acquisition has been used to record such weak sub-basalt re-
�ections (Cowley et al., 1999). When a good interval velocity model is available and multiples are
removed, it becomes possible to migrate the long-o�set data into a credible image (Emsley et al.,
1998).

In this paper, we assess the feasibility of using walkaway VSP data to image structure beneath
high-velocity basalt. An advantage of VSPs compared with surface surveys is that the receiver
can be placed below the strong re�ector in the overburden. Assuming a parallel-layered medium,
reasonable 1-D velocities can be deduced from sonic logs and near-o�set VSPs.

Our task is reconstruction of geologic structure close to the well by using identi�able events such
as re�ected and transmitted waves. The proposed study consists of a detailed analysis of the P-
and S-wave data for walkaway surveys. This includes wave separation, time/depth migration, and
image processing. The overall aim is to reconstruct PP and PS images from the data that can then
be compared with existing surface and log data.

ACQUISITION

Western Atlas Logging Services (WALS) conducted walkaway and near-o�set VSPs for Conoco (UK)
Ltd. in their well, located in the North Atlantic, UK. The VSP data set was acquired in October
1997. At the time of the survey the well had been drilled to a depth of 3.48 km and cased to 2.056
km. The geophone array (MLR) comprises �ve separate 3-C wall-locking receivers separated in the
borehole at 15 m intervals. The geophones were locked at depths between 3.369 and 3.430 km. The
source for the survey was positioned at a range of o�set of 10.69 m spacing, and a maximum of
3.637 km.

PROCESSING AND MIGRATION

Conventional preprocessing done by WALS consisted of wave�eld separation in common-shot
gathers. To avoid unwanted e�ects of a limited receiver aperture and common-shot processing, we
use the elastic wave-equation datuming method (Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989) applied to
common-receiver gathers. The initial interval velocity model is obtained from near-o�set VSPs
and log data (courtesy of WALS). Ideally, such a continuation brings the sources from the



acquisition surface to the level of the receiver. As a result, all downgoing waves must �rstly be
suppressed. In practice, simulated upgoing events are often contaminated by unremoved
downgoing waves due to a �nite aperture of the source array. In the data analysis, we enhanced
the upgoing energy by applying polarization analysis, f-k �ltering, SVD �ltering, and Burg or
spiking-predictive deconvolution.

The next step is the time migration and time-to-depth mapping of 3-C data subject to a suitable
imaging condition (Sena and Toks�oz, 1993). Both upgoing and downgoing energies are processed
with the same migration software thanks to the excitation-time imaging condition (Chang and
McMechan, 1986). We use arrival-angle weights to eliminate unwanted events during the migration
process (Takahashi, 1995). In doing so, instantaneous polarization angle is determined. Where
the assumption that migration velocity equals rms velocity is not valid, the migration velocity is
updated iteratively through migration stack power maximization to improve focusing.

Finally, we apply median and dip scan stack �lters to improve resolution and clarity of mi-
grated sections. Instantaneous phase, frequency and envelope information are then displayed. A
multi-resolution analysis and low-pass �ltering of all data are performed with a family of wavelet
transforms. We conclude that this processing �ow provides a consistent geological interpretation.

RESULTS

Migration for the target in Figure 1 (basalt structure with the fault region enclosed by the ellipse)
consists of extrapolating the downgoing wave�eld backward to traveltime between the receiver and
the target point. In this example, the acoustic re�ectivity R is expressed in terms of the recovered
transmission coe�cient T as R = W � 1. The rectangular target zone for sub-basalt imaging with
upgoing waves is depicted in Figure 2. The reconstructed horizons match the surface data in Fig.2
exactly, as shown in Figure 3. The corresponding depth section versus initial interval velocity is
presented in Figure 4. This section shows the structure to have at least two classic faults. Figure 5
is an example of elastic PP/PS imaging. The elastic scheme operates directly on the displacement
vector. It accounts for mode conversions inside the target zone. Enhanced PP migrated images
and high-resolution PS images in the depth section have resulted. The PP section has better
re�ection continuity across the entire structure. The PS section allows more detailed interpretation
of numerous fractured zones.

CONCLUSION

We presented and analyzed preliminary results of applying the walkaway VSPs to sub-basalt imaging
in North Atlantic (UK). We designed high-resolution acoustic and elastic time and depth images of
the basalt structure and sub-basalt re�ectors. Elastic imaging proves to be very useful for enhancing
PP images as well as for producing PS images with new features. The results are consistent with
log and surface seismic data.
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Figure 5: (a) Coupled PP versus (b) coupled PS depth imaging.


